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Pneumatic Conveying Design Guide
This book takes a detailed look at design principles for pneumatic conveying systems and
illustrates these with examples and case histories.
Up-to-Date Coverage of All Chemical Engineering Topics?from the Fundamentals to the State
of the Art Now in its 85th Anniversary Edition, this industry-standard resource has equipped
generations of engineers and chemists with vital information, data, and insights. Thoroughly
revised to reflect the latest technological advances and processes, Perry's Chemical
Engineers' Handbook, Ninth Edition, provides unsurpassed coverage of every aspect of
chemical engineering. You will get comprehensive details on chemical processes, reactor
modeling, biological processes, biochemical and membrane separation, process and chemical
plant safety, and much more. This fully updated edition covers: Unit Conversion Factors and
Symbols • Physical and Chemical Data including Prediction and Correlation of Physical
Properties • Mathematics including Differential and Integral Calculus, Statistics , Optimization •
Thermodynamics • Heat and Mass Transfer • Fluid and Particle Dynamics *Reaction Kinetics
• Process Control and Instrumentation• Process Economics • Transport and Storage of Fluids
• Heat Transfer Operations and Equipment • Psychrometry, Evaporative Cooling, and Solids
Drying • Distillation • Gas Absorption and Gas-Liquid System Design • Liquid-Liquid Extraction
Operations and Equipment • Adsorption and Ion Exchange • Gas-Solid Operations and
Equipment • Liquid-Solid Operations and Equipment • Solid-Solid Operations and Equipment
•Chemical Reactors • Bio-based Reactions and Processing • Waste Management including
Air ,Wastewater and Solid Waste Management* Process Safety including Inherently Safer
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Design • Energy Resources, Conversion and Utilization* Materials of Construction
Offers coverage of design, engineering, chemical resistance, costs, standards, codes and
specifications. The text provides a resistance guide that lists over 800 chemicals and nearly
400 trade names cross-referenced to formal chemical names, covering all known chemical
resistance data for the most popular thermoplastic piping systems. The book cove
Comprehensive and practical guide to the selection and design of a wide range of chemical
process equipment. Emphasis is placed on real-world process design and performance of
equipment. Provides examples of successful applications, with numerous drawings, graphs,
and tables to show the functioning and performance of the equipment. Equipment rating forms
and manufacturers' questionnaires are collected to illustrate the data essential to process
design. Includes a chapter on equipment cost and addresses economic concerns. * Practical
guide to the selection and design of a wide range of chemical process equipment. Examples of
successful, real-world applications are provided. * Fully revised and updated with valuable
shortcut methods, rules of thumb, and equipment rating forms and manufacturers'
questionnaires have been collected to demonstrate the design process. Many line drawings,
graphs, and tables illustrate performance data. * Chapter 19 has been expanded to cover new
information on membrane separation. Approximately 100 worked examples are included. End
of chapter references also are provided.
Suitable for practicing engineers and engineers in training, this book covers the most important
operations involving particulate solids. Through clear explanations of theoretical principles and
practical laboratory exercises, the text provides an understanding of the behavior of powders
and pulverized systems. It also helps readers develop skills for operating, optimizing, and
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innovating particle processing technologies and machinery in order to carry out industrial
operations. The author explores common bulk solids processing operations, including milling,
agglomeration, fluidization, mixing, and solid-fluid separation.
Pneumatic conveying systems offer enormous advantages: flexibility in plant layout, automatic
operation, easy control and monitoring, and the ability to handle diverse materials, especially
dangerous, toxic, or explosive materials. The Handbook of Pneumatic Conveying Engineering
provides the most complete, comprehensive reference on all types and s
Emphasizes the design, control and functioning of various unit operations - offering shortcut
methods of calculation along with computer and nomographic solution techniques. Provides
practical sections on conversion to and from SI units and cost indexes for quick updating of all
cost information.;This book is designed for mechanical, chemical, process design, project, and
materials engineers and continuing-education courses in these disciplines.

Good,No Highlights,No Markup,all pages are intact, Slight Shelfwear,may have
the corners slightly dented, may have slight color changes/slightly damaged
spine.
Abbreviated Guide: Pneumatic Conveying Design Guide describes the selection,
design, and specification of conventional pneumatic conveying systems. The
design procedure uses previous test data on the materials to be conveyed. The
book also discusses system economics, operating costs, the choice of
appropriate components or systems, system control, and system flexibility. The
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design system involves the type of conveying system for installation, the pipeline
parameters, and also the plant components. System selection covers the
properties of the material to be conveyed, plant layout, material properties, as
well as whether an open system or a closed system is more appropriate. In
pipeline design, the engineer should consider the bore of the pipeline, the air
requirements in terms of delivery pressure and volumetric flow rate. Based on
this data, he can determine the rating of the air mover to achieve the optimal
material flow rate. From the pipeline design study, the engineer can then
evaluate all the necessary operating parameters at each pipeline bore to identify
plant component specifications. He can then compute for the costs of the
components and operating costs of the system. Engineers, technicians, and
investigators involved in industrial pneumatic conveyance will find the book highly
useful.
Part I: Process design -- Introduction to design -- Process flowsheet development
-- Utilities and energy efficient design -- Process simulation -- Instrumentation
and process control -- Materials of construction -- Capital cost estimating -Estimating revenues and production costs -- Economic evaluation of projects -Safety and loss prevention -- General site considerations -- Optimization in
design -- Part II: Plant design -- Equipment selection, specification and design -Page 4/20
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Design of pressure vessels -- Design of reactors and mixers -- Separation of
fluids -- Separation columns (distillation, absorption and extraction) -Specification and design of solids-handling equipment -- Heat transfer equipment
-- Transport and storage of fluids.
The handling of bulk materials is a continuously completed projects. Much of the
nomenclature has been changing science. Since very few schools teach the han
brought up to date. dling of bulk materials, it is necessary for practicing en
Publication of the material contained herein is not in gineers to develop their own
training manuals. This book tended as a representation or warranty on the part of
the is an abbreviated version of a manual used for that pur author, publisher,
editors, or any other person or firm pose in our office, and developed over a
period of more named herein that it is suitable for any particular use, or than 50
years. While some industrial firms follow their free from infringement of any
patent or patents. own practices, the trend in the past few years has been The
text is intended as a guide. When used for any to adopt the standards of
equipment manufacturers' as specific project, a competent professional engineer
sociations and similar organizations. The selection of should be retained to verify
the assumptions, applica material and the use of drawiugs instead of
photographs bility, calculations, and accuracy of the particular de is based on our
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experience. sign.
Throughout the mining and processing of minerals, the mined ore undergoes a
number of crushing, grinding, cleaning, drying, and product sizing operations as it
is processed into a marketable commodity. These operations are highly
mechanized, and both individually and collectively these processes can generate
large amounts of dust. If control technologies are inadequate, hazardous levels of
respirable dust may be liberated into the work environment, potentially exposing
workers. Accordingly, federal regulations are in place to limit the respirable dust
exposure of mine workers. Engineering controls are implemented in mining
operations in an effort to reduce dust generation and limit worker exposure.
This book is a comprehensive, practical guide and reference to today's
mechanical conveyor systems. It covers all types of mechanical conveyors,
providing in-depth information on their design, function and applications. More
than 180 photographs and schematics illustrate details of design and system
layout. An introductory chapter provides an understanding of the characteristics
of various types of bulk solids, including their conveyability and the types of
conveying systems most effective for each. Following chapters examine each of
five major categories of conveying systems, with practical details on their design,
operation and applications. The final chapter presents basic information on
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motors and drives for conveying systems, as well as related equipment such as
speed reduction systems and conveyor brakes. The emphasis throughout the
text is on practical engineering and operating information, with a minimum of
theory. The presentation is systematic and organized for easy reference. A very
detailed index enables the quick location of needed information. This guide and
reference will be useful to all engineers and other personnel involved in the
continuous movement of bulk solids. It serves as both a basic introduction and a
desk-top reference. The Authors Dr. Fayed is a Professor and Director of the
Powder Science & Technology Group at Ryerson Polytechnic University in
Toronto. He is also a licensed Consulting Engineer, a Fellow of the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers and the Canadian Society of Chemical
Engineering. Previously he held positions in process design and development
with ICI, Davy McKee, M. W. Kellogg, and Peabody. He has lectured at
numerous seminars and workshops at meetings of the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers, and other organizations. He has published many papers on
particulate technology and is the co-editor of Powder Science & Technology
Handbook. Thomas Skocir in an engineer presently with ECO-TEC
Pneumatic Conveying Design Guide, 3rd Edition is divided into three essential
parts, system and components, system design, and system operation, providing
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both essential foundational knowledge and practical information to help users
understand, design, and build suitable systems. All aspects of the pneumatic
conveying system are covered, including the type of materials used, conveying
distance, system constraints, including feeding and discharging, health and
safety requirements, and the need for continuous or batch conveying. This new
edition also covers information on the other conveying systems available and
compares them to this method. The existing content is brought up-to-date and
the references are expanded and updated. This guide is an almost encyclopedic
coverage of pneumatic conveying and as such is an essential text for both
designers and users of pneumatic conveying systems. Each aspect of the subject
is discussed from basic principles to support those new to, or learning about, this
versatile technique. Highly practical with usable and unbiased information to
enable you to choose, design and build suitable systems with a high degree of
confidence New edition compares alternative conveying systems including
pneumatic capsule conveying systems, and covers conveying of wet materials
Contains updated information on by-pass systems, and will introduce you to
simulation software
Covers the design and construction of material transport systems that carry free-flowing
or granular material via pipes or ducts, by high-velocity air stream. Includes new
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innovations in low- and high-pressure conveying systems using pressure or blow tanks.
Explains the handling characteristics of over 45 new substances. Includes revised and
expanded coverage of system components plus a new section on conveying for the
foundry and power industries.
Particle Technology and Engineering presents the basic knowledge and fundamental
concepts that are needed by engineers dealing with particles and powders. The book
provides a comprehensive reference and introduction to the topic, ranging from single
particle characterization to bulk powder properties, from particle-particle interaction to
particle-fluid interaction, from fundamental mechanics to advanced computational
mechanics for particle and powder systems. The content focuses on fundamental
concepts, mechanistic analysis and computational approaches. The first six chapters
present basic information on properties of single particles and powder systems and
their characterisation (covering the fundamental characteristics of bulk solids (powders)
and building an understanding of density, surface area, porosity, and flow), as well as
particle-fluid interactions, gas-solid and liquid-solid systems, with applications in
fluidization and pneumatic conveying. The last four chapters have an emphasis on the
mechanics of particle and powder systems, including the mechanical behaviour of
powder systems during storage and flow, contact mechanics of particles, discrete
element methods for modelling particle systems, and finite element methods for
analysing powder systems. This thorough guide is beneficial to undergraduates in
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chemical and other types of engineering, to chemical and process engineers in
industry, and early stage researchers. It also provides a reference to experienced
researchers on mathematical and mechanistic analysis of particulate systems, and on
advanced computational methods. Provides a simple introduction to core topics in
particle technology: characterisation of particles and powders: interaction between
particles, gases and liquids; and some useful examples of gas-solid and liquid-solid
systems Introduces the principles and applications of two useful computational
approaches: discrete element modelling and finite element modelling Enables
engineers to build their knowledge and skills and to enhance their mechanistic
understanding of particulate systems
Tidal Energy Systems: Design, Optimization and Control provides a comprehensive
overview of concepts, technologies, management and the control of tidal energy
systems and tidal power plants. It presents the fundamentals of tidal energy, including
the structure of tidal currents and turbulence. Technology, principles, components,
operation, and a performance assessment of each component are also covered. Other
sections consider pre-feasibility analysis methods, plant operation, maintenance and
power generation, reliability assessment in terms of failure distribution, constant failure
rate and the time dependent failure model. Finally, the most recent research advances
and future trends are reviewed. In addition, applicable real-life examples and a case
study of India’s tidal energy scenario are included. The book provides ocean energy
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researchers, practitioners and graduate students with all the information needed to
design, deploy, manage and operate tidal energy systems. Senior undergraduate
students will also find this to be a useful resource on the fundamentals of tidal energy
systems and their components. Presents the fundamentals of tidal energy, including
system components, pre-feasibility analysis, and plant management, operations and
control Explores concepts of sustainability and a reliability analysis of tidal energy
systems, as well as their economic aspects and future trends Covers the assessment of
tidal energy systems by optimization technique and game theory
Solve any mechanical engineering problem quickly and easily This trusted compendium
of calculation methods delivers fast, accurate solutions to the toughest day-to-day
mechanical engineering problems. You will find numbered, step-by-step procedures for
solving specific problems together with worked-out examples that give numerical results
for the calculation. Covers: Power Generation; Plant and Facilities Engineering;
Environmental Control; Design Engineering New Edition features methods for
automatic and digital control; alternative and renewable energy sources; plastics in
engineering design
Powders and bulk solids, handled widely in the chemical, pharmaceutical, agriculture,
smelting, and other industries present unique fire, explosion, and toxicity hazards.
Indeed, substances which are practically inert in consolidated form may become quite
hazardous when converted to powders and granules. The U.S. Chemical Safety and
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Hazard Investigation Board is currently investigating dust explosions that occured in
2003 at WestPharma, CTA Acoustics, and Hayes-Lemmerz, and is likely to recommend
that companies that handle powders or whose operations produce dust pay more
attention to understanding the hazards that may exist at their facility. This new CCPS
guidelines book will discuss the types of hazards that can occur in a wide range of
process equipment and with a wide range of substances, and will present measures to
address these hazards.
An immense treasure trove containing hundreds of equipment symptoms, arranged so
as to allow swift identification and elimination of the causes. These rules of thumb are
the result of preserving and structuring the immense knowledge of experienced
engineers collected and compiled by the author - an experienced engineer himself - into
an invaluable book that helps younger engineers find their way from symptoms to
causes. This sourcebook is unrivalled in its depth and breadth of coverage, listing five
important aspects for each piece of equipment: * area of application * sizing guidelines
* capital cost including difficult-to-find installation factors * principles of good practice,
and * good approaches to troubleshooting. Extensive cross-referencing takes into
account that some items of equipment are used for many different purposes, and
covers not only the most familiar types, but special care has been taken to also include
less common ones. Consistent terminology and SI units are used throughout the book,
while a detailed index quickly and reliably directs readers, thus aiding engineers in their
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everyday work at chemical plants: from keywords to solutions in a matter of minutes.
When the four of us decided to collaborate to write this book on pneumatic conveying,
there were two aspects which were of some concern. Firstly, how could four people,
who liveon four different continents, write a book on a fairly complex subject with such
wide lines of communications? Secondly, there was the problem that two of the authors
are chemical engineers.It has been noted that the majority of chemical engineers who
work in the field of pneumatic conveying research have spent most of their time
considering flow in vertical pipes. As such, there was some concern that the book might
be biased towards vertical pneumatic conveying and that the horizontal aspects (which
are clearly the most difficult!) would be somewhat neglected. We hope that you, as the
reader, are going to be satisfied with the fact that you have a truly international
dissertation on pneumatic conveying and, also, that there is an even spread between
the theoretical and practical aspects of pneumatic conveying technology.

This handbook presents comprehensive coverage of the technology for
conveying and handling particulate solids. Each chapter covers a different topic
and contains both fundamentals and applications. Usually, each chapter, or a
topic within a chapter, starts with one of the review papers. Chapter 1 covers the
characterization of the particulate materials. Chapter 2 covers the behaviour of
particulate materials during storage, and presents recent developments in
storage and feeders design and performance. Chapter 3 presents fundamental
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studies of particulate flow, while Chapters 4 and 5 present transport solutions,
and the pitfalls of pneumatic, slurry, and capsule conveying. Chapters 6, 7 and 8
cover both the fundamentals and development of processes for particulate solids,
starting from fluidisation and drying, segregation and mixing, and size-reduction
and enlargement. Chapter 9 presents environmental aspects and the
classification of the particulate materials after they have been handled by one of
the above-mentioned processes. Finally, Chapter 10 covers applications and
developments of measurement techniques that are the heart of the analysis of
any conveying or handling system.
The most complete guide of its kind, this is the standard handbook for chemical
and process engineers. All new material on fluid flow, long pipe, fractionators,
separators and accumulators, cooling towers, gas treating, blending,
troubleshooting field cases, gas solubility, and density of irregular solids. This
substantial addition of material will also include conversion tables and a new
appendix, “Shortcut Equipment Design Methods.”This convenient volume helps
solve field engineering problems with its hundreds of common sense techniques,
shortcuts, and calculations. Here, in a compact, easy-to-use format, are practical
tips, handy formulas, correlations, curves, charts, tables, and shortcut methods
that will save engineers valuable time and effort. Hundreds of common sense
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techniques and calculations help users quickly and accurately solve day-to-day
design, operations, and equipment problems.
The purpose of this manual is to provide clear and helpful information for
maintaining gravel roads. Very little technical help is available to small agencies
that are responsible for managing these roads. Gravel road maintenance has
traditionally been "more of an art than a science" and very few formal standards
exist. This manual contains guidelines to help answer the questions that arise
concerning gravel road maintenance such as: What is enough surface crown?
What is too much? What causes corrugation? The information is as nontechnical
as possible without sacrificing clear guidelines and instructions on how to do the
job right.
Accepted as the standard reference work on modern pneumatic and compressed
air engineering, the new edition of this handbook has been completely revised,
extended and updated to provide essential up-to-date reference material for
engineers, designers, consultants and users of fluid systems.
Here, in a compact, easy-to-use format, are practical tips, handy formulas,
correlations, curves, charts, tables, and shortcut methods that will save engineers
valuable time and effort. Hundreds of common sense techniques and calculations
help users quickly and accurately solve day-to-day design, operations, and
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equipment problems.
The Pneumatic Conveying Design Guide will be of use to both designers and
users of pneumatic conveying systems. Each aspect of the subject is discussed
from basic principles to support those new to, or learning about, this versatile
technique. The Guide includes detailed data and information on the conveying
characteristics of a number of materials embracing a wide range of properties.
The data can be used to design pneumatic conveying systems for the particular
materials, using logic diagrams for design procedures, and scaling parameters
for the conveying line configuration. Where pneumatic conveyors already exist,
the improvement of their performance is considered, based on strategies for
optimizing and up-rating, and the extending of systems or adapting them for a
change of material is also considered. All aspects of the pneumatic conveying
system are considered, such as the type of material used, conveying distance,
system constraints including feeding and discharging, health and safety
requirements, and the need for continuous or batch conveying. * Highly practical,
enabling suppliers and users to choose, design, and build suitable systems with a
high degree of confidence * Health and safety requirements taken into
consideration in the safe conveying methods described in this book * Practical
application combined with background theory makes this an excellent resource
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for those learning about the topic
Sponsored jointly by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and
International Material Management Society, this single source reference is
designed to meet today's need for updated technical information on planning,
installing and operating materials handling systems. It not only classifies and
describes the standard types of materials handling equipment, but also analyzes
the engineering specifications and compares the operating capabilities of each
type. Over one hundred professionals in various areas of materials handling
present efficient methods, procedures and systems that have significantly
reduced both manufacturing and distribution costs.
Industrial Ventilation Design Guidebook, Volume 2: Engineering Design and
Applications brings together researchers, engineers (both design and plants),
and scientists to develop a fundamental scientific understanding of ventilation to
help engineers implement state-of-the-art ventilation and contaminant control
technology. Now in two volumes, this reference contains extensive revisions and
updates as well as a unique section on best practices for the following industrial
sectors: Automotive; Cement; Biomass Gasifiers; Advanced Manufacturing;
Industrial 4.0); Non-ferrous Smelters; Lime Kilns; Pulp and Paper; Semiconductor
Industry; Steelmaking; Mining. Brings together global researchers and engineers
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to solve complex ventilation and contaminant control problems using state-of-theart design equations Includes an expanded section on modeling and its practical
applications based on recent advances in research Features a new chapter on
best practices for specific industrial sectors
Pneumatic conveying systems offer enormous advantages: flexibility in plant
layout, automatic operation, easy control and monitoring, and the ability to handle
diverse materials, especially dangerous, toxic, or explosive materials. The
Handbook of Pneumatic Conveying Engineering provides the most complete,
comprehensive reference on all types and sizes of systems, considering their
selection, design, maintenance, and optimization. It offers practical guidelines,
diagrams, and procedures to assist with plant maintenance, operation, and
control. With well over fifty years of combined experience in the field, the authors
promote practical, valuable approaches to test, evaluate, and correct both old
and newly constructed systems. They include abundant checklists and
approaches for preventing component wear, material degradation, and operating
dilemmas and suggest lists of alternate materials and components to use if
erosion does occur. Comparing various conveying system types, components,
and flow mechanisms, the book explains the function of material flow,
recommends conveying air velocity for different types of materials, and examines
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the conveying characteristics of a broad array of materials with emphasis on their
impact on system performance. Brimming with invaluable checklists, models,
guidelines, diagrams, and illustrations, the Handbook of Pneumatic Conveying
Engineering is simply the most authoritative guide to pneumatic conveying
available and a critical tool for your everyday work.
Addresses the key cotton ginning issues concerned with facilities, machinery,
cleaning, ginning, drying, packaging, and waste collection and disposal as well as
ancillary issues concerned with pollution, management, economics, energy,
insurance, safety, cotton classification, and textile machinery. Appendices: duties
of gin personnel, portable moisture meters and pink bollworm control in gins.
Glossary and index. Photos, charts, tables and graphs.
An understanding ofthe properties and the handling characteristics of liquids and
gases has long been regarded as an essential requirement for most practising
engineers. It is therefore not surprising that, over the years, there has been a
regular appearance of books dealing with the fundamentals of fluid mechanics,
fluid flow, hydraulics and related topics. What is surprising is that there has been
no parallel development of the related discipline of Bulk Solids Handling, despite
its increasing importance in modern industry across the world. It is only very
recently that a structured approach to the teaching, and learning, of the subject
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has begun to evolve. A reason for the slow emergence of Bulk Solids Handling
as an accepted topic of study in academic courses on mechanical, agricultural,
chemical, mining and civil engineering is perhaps that the practice is so often
taken for granted. Certainly the variety of materials being handled in bulk is
almost endless, ranging in size from fine dust to rocks, in value from refuse to
gold, and in temperature from deep-frozen peas to near-molten metal.
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